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Abstract It is generally acknowledged that mobile communication base stations are composed of hardware components
such as Field Programming Gate Array (FPGA), Digital Signal Processor (DSP), which promise reliable and fluent services
for the mobile users. However, with the increasing demand for energy-efficiency, approaches of low power-consumption and
high-flexibility are needed urgently. In this circumstance, General Purpose Processor (GPP) attracts people’s attention
for its low-cost and flexibility. Benefited from the development of modern GPP in multi-core, Single Instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) instructions, larger cache, etc., GPPs are capable of performing high-density digital processing. In this paper,
we compare several software-defined radio (SDR) prototypes and propose the general architecture of GPP-based soft base
stations. Then, the schematic design of resource allocation and algorithm optimization in soft base station implementation
are studied. As an application example, a prototype of GPP-based soft base station referring to the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) is realized and evaluated. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first Soft-LTE prototype ever reported. In the end, we evaluate the timing performance of the LTE soft base station and a
packet loss ratio of less than 0.003 is obtained.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, we have seen the emergence of a va-
riety of wireless systems to support ever expanding ser-
vices and applications. Meanwhile, energy consumed in
wireless networks is increasing with the increasing num-
ber of base stations. According to [1], the base stations
and backhaul networks of the cellular networks consume
approximately 60 billion kWh per year, correspond-
ing to roughly 0.33% of global electricity consumption.
Although the architecture of wireless cells has been
changing[2], the algorithm implementation stays the
same as before, i.e., using hardware chips such as ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit)/DSP (Digital
Signal Processor)/FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array). The function of ASIC chip is static and un-
changeable. ASIC-based systems are still widely used
in low-cost terminal devices. On the other hand, archi-

tectures based on FPGAs and DSPs are popular in the
base stations. All those hardware chips promise a good
performance and reliability, however, designing FPGAs
and DSPs is a difficult task while the flexibility is also
limited due to hardware components feature: different
architectures cannot share the same code[3]. This would
introduce high cost in both system maintenance and
system upgrading. Thus, it is becoming important to
realize wireless systems in a more energy-efficient and
more flexible way. Mobile operators are facing a chal-
lenge to find new ways to resolve this problem①.

SDR (Software-Defined Radio) technology was pro-
posed by Mitola to cope with above problems[4]. In
SDR systems, all radio transmission, reception, signal
generation, modulation/demodulation, timing control,
coding and decoding are performed in software. In
its infancy, SDR prototypes used DSPs/FPGAs to ac-
complish the baseband digital signal processing. Howe-
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ver, benefiting from the development of modern GPP
(General Purpose Processor) technologies, GPPs are
getting better to accomplish computing-intense jobs
in modern high-speed wireless communication sys-
tems and break through the limitation mentioned
above. Technology evolution in areas such as multi-core,
SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data), large on-chip
caches, low latency off-chip system memory and high-
speed I/O enabled GPP to process high speed digital
signal flow in wireless base station systems.

So far, several SDR prototypes have been intro-
duced. A commercially available software base station
that could support CDMA (Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess) and GSM (Global System of Mobile Communi-
cation) simultaneously was developed by Vanu, Inc.[5]

Eruecom’s project — Wireless3G4Free implemented
the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) high
chip rate (3.84 Mchip/s) access stratum protocols with
an IP-based interconnection with off-the-shelf 802.11
WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) solutions②.
Furthermore, OpenAirInterface[6] provides an experi-
mental open-source real-time hardware and software
prototype for experimentation in wireless networks.
SDR system in [7] seamlessly integrates four standards
and their frequency bands and modulation modes,
i.e., IS-95, GSM, DCS1800 and TACS (Total Access
Communications System), which realized wireless voice
communications under the four standards. Prototypes
mentioned above have limited performance and their
processing capability is insufficient for future high-
speed wireless protocols. WARP (Wireless Open Ac-
cess Research Platform)[8-9], developed by Rice Uni-
versity, is a scalable and programmable wireless proto-
type. The primary communication processor used in it
is an Xilinx Viretex-4 FPGA and an embedded Pow-
erPC processor in the FPGA provides a complete em-
bedded programming environment for MAC (Media Ac-
cess Control) and network layer design. That means,
FPGA for physical layer and CPU for higher layer. Pi-
coArray is an SDR prototype based on fine-grained re-
configurable FPGA-like computation fabrics[10]. One of
the major drawbacks of the fine-grain computation fab-
rics is the high communication cost of data shuffling
within the computation fabrics. GNU Radio③, is an-
other well-known SDR prototypes, in which wireless
physical layer processing is done entirely in software
based on GPP. Although it aids in reprogramming us-
ing simple high level programming languages, they of-
ten fail to meet the protocol timing requirement for
modern wireless protocols such as 802.16 because of a

combination of I/O throughput and post-processing us-
ing commercial CPUs. Its peak rate is only hundreds
of Kbps. A TD-SCDMA (Time Division-Synchronous
Code Division Multiple Access) system based on com-
mon PCs was designed in [11], which has a data rate of
64Kbps. SODA[12] provides a multi-processor architec-
ture using optimized SIMD operations for digital pro-
cessing. It can meet the computational requirements
for 2 Mbps W-CDMA (Wideband CDMA) and 24Mbps
802.11a by four DSP processors, but a single-chip struc-
ture is more appropriate for embedded scenarios. Sora,
proposed by MSRA (Microsoft Research Asia)[13], al-
lows researchers to implement and debug high-speed
wireless protocols entirely in software with familiar pro-
gramming environment, e.g., C/C++ language, and
conduct real over-the-air experiments. Its peak data
rate can be around 30Mbps. Currently, Sora provides
solutions to the WLAN networks like 802.11a/b, which
are intended for indoor use with stationary terminals
and have relatively simple MAC protocols, and yet it is
still a big challenge for Sora to run the next genera-
tion high speed protocol. Besides above SDR proto-
types, some novel wireless technologies are emerging. In
[14], developers simulated the SDR environment using
GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) to realize some algo-
rithms in wireless baseband, interestingly but regret-
fully, they only evaluated the basic processing such as
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), and IIR (Infinite Im-
pulse Response). GPP-based SDR front-end for WLAN
was also designed[15]. A low-complexity compensation
scheme for timing synchronization error in GPP-SDR
was also proposed[16].

The GPP-based SDR prototypes and technologies
mentioned above demonstrate that the GPP has the
capability to process wireless high-speed information
flow with the evolvement of GPP technologies. Howe-
ver, the next generation wireless systems take on fea-
tures of higher data rate (> 100Mbps), wider band-
width (> 20MHz), lower latency (<10 ms), and yet
the timing performance in GPP-based wireless proto-
types has not been mentioned before. For this reason,
we present a basic architecture of GPP-based soft base
stations in this paper, and propose feasible solutions to
cope with high data throughput and timing problems in
current GPP environment. To demonstrate our meth-
ods, we further design a prototype of soft base station,
referring to 3 GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution) stan-
dard. Through our test, we prove that GPP-based soft
base stations are able to bear high-speed wireless proto-
cols and provide a more flexible way in system control
and maintenance.

②http://www.wireless3g4free.com/, March 2013.
③http://gnuradio.org/redmine/, March 2013.
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Fig.1. Typical software radio architecture.

Key features of the next generation wireless systems
including higher data rate, wider bandwidth and lower
latency, pose some challenges to soft base stations. This
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief de-
scription of the soft base station systems and the obsta-
cles in soft base station design. The resource allocation
and algorithm optimization, as well as the timing evalu-
ation are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the proto-
type of LTE soft base station is shown as an application
example. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.

2 GPP-Based Soft Base Station Primary

2.1 System Description

A typical base station system consists of RF (radio
front-end) modules, AD/DA converters, bridging inter-
face, baseband processing modules and L2/L3 process-
ing modules. In GPP-based soft base station, RF and

AD/DA modules stay the same compared with tradi-
tional hardware base stations except baseband process-
ing. L2/L3 processing is replaced by software library
which can support multiple protocols, and the bridging
interface is also changed based on the operating sys-
tem. As shown in Fig.1, an example of 3GPP LTE
signal receiving procedure is given to explain the func-
tion of each block. Analog signals are received by RF
module, and then they are digitalized by AD convert-
ers into digital signal flow. The bridging interface, such
as PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express)
bus/USB (Universal Serial Bus) 3.0, transfers the digi-
tal signal flow into the host memory. Baseband signal
processing is performed inside GPP as well as L2/L3
processing under a proper mapping on different cores.
Then upper layer interface distributes the signals to dif-
ferent service applications. Given that baseband pro-
cessing is facilitated in GPPs, optimization schemes are
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also needed to be considered in order to guarantee real-
time high-speed communication as well as fidelity.

Cloud computing can be utilized to enhance the
GPP processing ability. Multiple geographically dis-
tributed cores can be concentrated into a virtual base-
band pool. Limited by the length of this paper, we here
mainly focus on the GPP core resource allocation and
algorithm optimization.

2.2 Obstacles in Implementation

Since our approach is completely different from that
of the traditional base stations, currently there still ex-
ist many obstacles in soft base station design.

2.2.1 Computation Requirements

From software point of view, the most important is-
sue in GPP-based soft base stations is to realize the
time-sharp wireless communication baseband process-
ing using software. As the development of modern wire-
less protocols, the data throughput and computation
requirements are getting higher. Thus, a well-written
software/algorithm is required to satisfy the substan-
tial need for computing. We can get the different round
trip time of different wireless protocols④∼⑥. Specially,
LTE baseband processing needs to be done within 5ms
in order to support a higher wireless speed.

2.2.2 Timing Requirements

Both 4 G and Beyond 4 G systems support TDD
(Time Division Duplex) and FDD (Frequency Divi-
sion Duplex) mode. Especially in TDD system, up-
link/downlink switch is determined by a global clock
in the base station. As for a GPP-based soft base sta-
tion, we have two clock sources: one inside the GPP
and the other inside the RF module. With respect to
the instruction transmission delay from GPP cores to
RF module, controlling the uplink/downlink switch is
a key challenge.

3 Resource Allocation and Algorithm
Optimization

3.1 Resource Allocation

Take 3 GPP LTE baseband processing as an exam-
ple (Fig.1), we can see that physical layer processing
typically contains several functional blocks in a feed-
forward pipeline. These blocks differ in processing
speed and input/output data rates. Usually, a block

is ready to run only if the previous block provides suf-
ficient data. Therefore, the key issue would be how to
schedule each block on multiple cores.

Traditionally, the scheduling schemes in CPU are
divided into two categories: static scheduling and dy-
namic scheduling. In scheme selection, we should take
the wireless communication features into consideration.
Wireless communication is an ongoing process and the
data stream has a strong dependency. For example,
in turbo coding, the output bits depend on four pre-
ceding bits in the stream. If we use dynamic schedul-
ing, the overhead spent on synchronization and data
exchanging would be extremely high. What is more,
high speed wireless communications are often charac-
terized by large size physical layer blocks (5 504 bytes in
LTE). Dynamic core allocation will cause a high inter-
core communication overhead.

Thus, in soft base stations, we use static schedul-
ing to allocate computing resources. High complexity
function blocks, such as turbo decoding, can occupy
one whole CPU core to guarantee the real-time demand.
Between different cores, an FIFO would be used to syn-
chronize the data stream. Thus, low overhead spent on
inter-core exchange and synchronization will be intro-
duced.

3.2 Algorithm Optimization

3.2.1 Optimization Methodology

Thanks to the development of modern GPP tech-
nologies, such as multi-core, SIMD instructions, large
on-chip caches, high speed I/O, the processing ability
of current commercial GPP is greatly enhanced. The
theoretical processing gain (G) and processing ability
(A) of GPPs can be calculated by the following equa-
tions:

G = N × λ× WI

WD
,

A = f ×N × λ× WI

WGPP
,

where f is the frequency of GPP, N is the number of
processing cores inside GPP, λ is the number of hyper
thread per core, WI is the width of instructions, WD is
the width of signal data and WGPP is the width of GPP.
Take Intel i7 3.4 GHz/6 cores/32 bits-width CPU for
example, we utilize multithread and 128-bit instruction
to process 16-bit data, which can obtain a theoretical
gain of 96 times and a processing ability of 163.2 GOPS

④Evolved universal terrestrial radio access. 3GPP TS 36.201. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/36201.htm, March 2013.
⑤Services and service capabilities. 3GPP TS 22.105. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/22105.htm, March 2013.
⑥Physical layer aspects for evolved universal terrestrial radio access. 3GPP TR 25.814. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/specs/html-

INFO/25814.htm, March 2013.
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(giga operations per second). We can see that current
commercial GPPs have an equal processing capability
compared with traditional hardware computing units
and can meet a high level computation requirements of
base station physical layer.

Using multi-core and introducing multi-thread can
guarantee the processing requirement of GPPs, howe-
ver, data traffic could be so heavy that it will cause a
high overhead spent on data transfer between different
cores (Table 1)[17]. Thus we should think over how to
accommodate baseband function blocks into multi-core
environment to improve the efficiency of GPPs. On the
other hand, appropriate algorithm should also be well
optimized in single core/function block w.r.t both relia-
bility and efficiency, taking advantage of SIMD, large
on-chip cache, etc.

Table 1. Data Throughput in Physical Layer Processing

Module Throughput (bps)

EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates 96.00 K

for GSM Evoluation)

HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) 640.00M

LTE (Long Term Evolution) 1.28G

We use the following model to describe our target:
the whole baseband signal processing blocks in GPP-
based soft base stations can be realized by multi-core
or multi-thread. We use Mi to indicate the process-
ing unit (core/thread) in GPP, and Ni to indicate the
number of jobs processed by the same unit Mi. Theo-
retically, our target is to obtain the optimal value of
the follow expression:

min
Mi

(
max
j∈Mi

Ni∑

j=1

CT j + ET j

)
,

s.t. CT j , ET j > 0, j = 1, . . . , N, (1)

where CT j means the communication time of job j and
ET j means the executing time of job j.

From (1), we can see that efficient resource allocation
will reduce the communication overhead among multi-
core/thread (CT j), and algorithm optimization will re-
duce the execute time of the baseband processing blocks
(ET j). Thus, from the view of implementation, we fo-
cus on the schematic design of resource allocation and
algorithm optimization.

3.2.2 SIMD Processing

In traditional hardware wireless communication sys-
tems, the SIMD instructions are also used which sepa-
rates the register file into clusters. However, in most
traditional commercial solutions, SIMD width is con-
servatively limited from 4 bits to 8 bits, due to data

array alignment difficulties in general purpose DSP
computations[12]. This situation is getting optimistic in
GPP application. As far as we know, most GPPs can
support wide SIMD instructions now, such as MMX
(Multi Media eXtension), SSE (Streaming SIMD Ex-
tension), SSE2, 3DNow, and so on. SIMD allows us
to do logical operations among eight 128-bit registers,
which means that we can handle 128-bit data in one
single instruction cycle.

For channel decoding， we use the log-map algo-
rithm proposed by [18]. In the iteration of LLR (log-
likelihood ratio) computing, there are three parameters
to be calculated: γ, α, β, where γ is the branch tran-
sition probability, α is the forward recursion, and β is
the backward recursion.

In Table 2, we can see that after using SSE instruc-
tions (Fig.2), we can obtain a variety of gain in turbo
decoding. By doing this, we make sure that the time
consumption by turbo decoding meets the real-time de-
mand.

Table 2. Processing Gain by SIMD Processing in

Turbo Decoding

Para- Theoretical Realization Gain Time

meter Value Value Consumption (ms)

γ 66 240 11 730 5.6 < 0.2

α 220 800 104 652 2.1 < 0.6

β 220 800 104 652 2.1 < 0.6

GammaStart:

pshufd xmm0, [eax], 0xe4;

pshufd xmm1, [ecx], 0xe4;

pshufd xmm4, [exa + 5520], 0xe4;

paddsh xmm0, xmm1; //sys(15:0) + exti(15:0)

movdqa [ecx], xmm0;

pxor xmm0, xmm7; //(− sys − esti)

paddsb xmm0, CharOne;

pshufd xmm1, xmm0, 0xe4; //(− sys − esti)

psubsb xmm0, xmm4; //(− sys − esti − code),

paddsb xmm1, xmm4; //(− sys − esti + code);

pshufd xmm2, xmm1, 0xe4; //(− sys − esti + code)

pshufd xmm3, xmm0, 0xe4; //*0sys − esti − code)

pxor xmm2, xmm7; //(sys + esti − code)

paddsh xmm2, CharOne;

pxor xmm3, xmm7; //(sys + esti + code)

paddsb xmm3, CharOne;

Fig.2. Part of the SSE codes.

3.2.3 Multi-Thread Parallel Processing

As we discussed in Section 2, the wireless physi-
cal layer is a pipeline composed of different functional
blocks. This feature allows us to facilitate the paral-
lel processing using multi-thread. Given that inter-core
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communication will result in a large overhead in high-
speed wireless protocols, we use two concurrent threads
in the same core.

Take synchronization as an example, we use the low-
complexity synchronization algorithm proposed by [19].
Based on our research, time spent on synchronization
costs almost 50% of the whole time spent on the physi-
cal layer processing. Given that signals received by soft
base station are firstly stored in an FIFO pipe, we can
parallel the synchronization block with the other physi-
cal layer processing blocks, and place them into two
parallel threads, as shown in Fig.3. In this way, we can
reduce the whole time by nearly 50%.

Fig.3. Parallel processing model in multi-core.

3.2.4 Look-Up Table Processing

LUTs (look-up tables) are widely used in hardware
designing. Its fundamental idea is to convert mathe-
matical algorithm to find the answer in a pre-created ta-
ble. Gain by this in software is particularly evident. It
largely reduces the time spent on calling sub-functions.

As we discussed earlier, the capacity of high-speed
cache memory has grown even larger. Contemporary
modern CPUs, such as Intel Core 2, usually have
megabytes of L2 cache with a low (10∼20 cycles) ac-
cess latency. Thus, we can greatly reduce the process-
ing requirements by LUTs which are pre-stored in the
cache.

Actually, more than half of the physical layer blocks
can indeed be optimized by LUTs. Fig.4 shows the
gain we obtained in CRC and DFT algorithms through
LUTs. Large usage of LUTs makes sure that the pro-
cessing time delay meets the high-speed protocol’s de-
mand.

3.3 Timing Performance

In this subsection, we mainly evaluate the timing
performance in the TD-LTE system. Traditionally, RS
(reference signal) is utilized to synchronize the clock
frequency in order to tell UE (user equipment) when to
receive and when to transmit wireless signals.

As shown in Fig.5, ttrans represents the time delay

Fig.4. (a) CRC processing gain by LUTs. (b). DFT processing

gain by LUTs.

Fig.5. Transmitter illustration.

between transmit command execution and signal trans-
mission beginning. Since we use PCIe x8 to transfer
data and instructions between CPU memory and local
RAM on the RF side, there exists a tiny delay jitter
along the transfer link.

Here we try to use a round-trip method (Fig.6) to
get the delay jitter which can be equal to:

Tjitter = (T2 − T1 − Ttx)/2,

where Ttx represents the time spent on transmitting the
samples; the RF sample rate is 44 MHz, thus Ttx equals
to the number of samples divided by 44 × 106. Fig.7
shows the delay jitter performance.
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Fig.6. Instruction delay testing procedure.

Fig.7. (a) Instruction delay performance when “Tx” 153 600 sam-

ples. (b) Instruction delay performance when “Tx” different num-

bers of samples.

From Fig.7(a) we can see that the maximum delay
jitter is 2.5µs, meanwhile, due to more than 15 360 sam-
ples would be transmitted in an ordinary wireless ser-
vice, we can see that the average delay equals to 2.9 µs

in Fig.7(b). Under our test (RF sampling rate equals
to 44 M), a delay jitter of 2.5µs means a time shift jit-
ter of 110 samples which is less than the length of CP
(cyclic prefix) and we can compensate this time shift by
CP. Thus we take above time delay into account when
designing the transmitter and receiver. By doing this,
the packet loss ratio is reduced to less than 0.003.

4 Case Study and Results

Based on our previous research, we design a GPP-
based prototype which refers to 3 GPP LTE protocol⑦.
It achieves part of the functions in soft base stations and
can realize real-time communication.

Our prototype employs Intel i7 CPU for baseband
signal processing. The CPU has four cores of 3.2 GHz
and also supports hyper thread. For the hardware,
PCIe x8 is adopted which has a maximum throughput
of 16 Gbps. The ADC/DAC has a resolution of 16 bits
and the signal is represented by 32 bits because of the
quadrature sampling. At the physical layer, an LTE
PUSCH&PDSCH link is designed for the trial system.
Table 3 lists the parameters we use in the prototype. It
is noted that we use 44 MHz instead of the theoretical
value of 30.72MHz as the sampling rate because of the
hardware limitation. At the receiver side, two FIFO
pools are used to cache signals and parallel the synchro-
nization with other physical layer processing blocks as
we discussed before. At the application layer, we use
VLC Media Player to show the video we received.

Table 3. Parameters of Prototype System

Parameters Settings

AD/DA converter 16 bits

Bandwidth 20MHz

Subcarrier spacing 15KHz

Sampling frequency 30.72MHz

FFT size 2 048

CP size 160 (1st symbol)

144 (2nd∼7th symbol)

Frame length 10ms

Subframe length 0.5ms

Channelcoding rate 3/4

Modulation 16QAM

Peak data rate 45Mbps

In the prototype, we use two cores out of the four as
soft base station processing cores, thus other applica-
tions can run on the other two cores. We allocate differ-
ent processing resources to each function block (Fig.1)
based on its processing demand.

As seen in Table 3, samples are presented in 32-bit
wide including 16-bit I branch and 16-bit Q branch

⑦Evolved universal terrestrial radio access. 3GPP TS 36.201. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/36201.htm, March 2013.
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separately. The sampling rate is 30.72 MHz, thus we
can get 983.04 Mbps digital signal stream which can
be transferred by PCIe bus. By optimization methods
we discussed above, we can obtain a peak data rate of
45Mbps. One LTE frame is captured in the air and the
real-time frame analysis results are showed in Fig.8 and
Fig.9.

Fig.8. Synchronization result.

Fig.9. Channel estimation result.

Fig.8 shows the synchronization performance at the
receiver. The estimated error of frame start is con-
trolled less than 60 time slots (within the CP) so that
the frame can be decoded correctly. Synchronization is
a time-consuming job, and we need a parallel thread to
handle it while guarantee its performance as discussed
before.

From Fig.9 we can see that good channel estimation
results are obtained and most power is concentrated
in the center of our designed 1 200 subcarriers. Howe-
ver, more complex algorithms should be used in soft
base stations in order to improve the system robust-
ness against fading channels, which will be done in our
future work.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the typical architecture
of GPP-based soft base stations. Then we mainly dis-
cussed the computing resource allocation and algorithm
optimization in soft base stations. Based on proper
core allocation and optimization schemes, a prototype
for 3 GPP LTE was implemented, which could reach a
peak data rate of 45Mbps. Moreover, we pointed out
that there will be a degradation of performance because
of the clock jitter in the TDD SDR. In our prototype,
we obtained the clock delay by a round trip method and
compensated it. Through this way, the timing perfor-
mance as well as synchronization and block error rate
(BLER) results were evaluated. Test results showed
that it could satisfy the demand for future high-speed
wireless communications.

For our future work, we are planning to complete the
soft-LTE base station prototype to include the MAC
layer. Some key problems such as interfaces among
GPPs, coordinated resource allocation schemes, are
needed to be addressed. From the view of research, co-
ordinated multi-point processing and centralized base-
band processing would be efficient ways to improve
spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency.
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